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Strengthening Bidcorp’s stakeholder relationships

Each stakeholder is essential to us and we 
are committed to continue delivering value to 
all groups of people that have an impact on 
our business.

The group identifies key stakeholders through ongoing 
engagement with each of our independently run businesses, 
listening, understanding, and learning from the interactions each 
of our operations has with the individuals, groups, and 
organisations that they connect with on a day-to-day basis. We 
focus our engagement efforts on those stakeholders that have a 
significant influence on the operations of the group and apply 
these engagements to share best practice and significant 
influence over the way we do business and create value. 

Whatever the future holds we have the 
people and financial strength to weather 
unpredictable and challenging times.

Open and constructive engagement with our stakeholders 
drives our ability to create long-term sustainable value 

This process enables us to

   gain insight into the nature and quality of the relationships 
with our key stakeholders in each region, jurisdiction and 
market

   identify and develop responses appropriate to the issues 
affecting our stakeholders and our operations

   improve our understanding of stakeholders’ legitimate 
expectations, aspirations, and interests

   consider the needs and interests of stakeholders when 
determining our material risks and opportunities  
(pages 37 – 43)

   continue to grow and develop these vital stakeholder 
relationships, strengthening the transparency and 
accountability that we have established.

Make the right choice and report unethical behaviour

To report an incident: Email: Bidcorp@tip-offs.com
Call: Each region has a country specific telephone number 
Website: www.tip-offs.com

                     – Have you seen behaviour that is       
    not in line with the Bidcorp Code of Ethics?

The whistleblower line is available to all Bidcorp stakeholders to report 
any unethical behaviour or wrongdoing, anonymously and confidentially.

Deloitte provides an independent, globally available, whistleblower facility, 
the “Bidcorp Tip-offs Line”.  

This line operates 24/7, in a language of your choice. 

Reports can also be emailed, reported online, or posted.  

Whistleblowers are protected when they report in good faith.

Blowing
 the whistle

mailto:Bidcorp%40tip-offs.com?subject=
http://www.tip-offs.com
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Stakeholders

Bidcorp people are entrepreneurial and incentivised to 
be so. We operate autonomously in pursuit of the same 
end goal. We engage with our team to communicate 
strategy, identify needs, recognise and reward good 
performance. 

Employees – Bidcorp heroes – we salute each one of you

Workplace fatalities
Sadly we had one workplace fatality this year, from our Bidfood 
South African Durban branch. 

We have completed a full investigation into the circumstances 
which surrounded this fatal incident. Measures were taken to 
reinforce the highest standards of safety within the warehouse, 
and was communicated to our whole global team. We ensured 
that support was made available to his colleagues and family. 
Our people’s safety is our top priority.

Bidcorp pays tribute to the seven team members that lost their 
lives to COVID this year. The pandemic has impacted everyone of 
us, but we remain a team, supporting and caring for each other 
through this difficult time.

Engaging with our global team through:

• decentralised operational structure keeps management in close 
contact with our employees

• regular communications and opportunities to have real dialogue
• employee job satisfaction surveys
• whistleblower line, available in all countries where we operate
• each operation manages an effective engaged human resources 

team, with direct access to the team and the real issues they are 
facing on the ground

• social media pages celebrating achievements and occasions together
• constructive, proactive engagement with labour unions
• performance reviews and incentivisation 

Material issues raised

• protecting jobs through COVID-imposed lockdowns
• maintaining the highest standards of health and safety in workplace, 

especially in light of COVID
• lost-time injuries, ill-health, and fatalities responses and support to 

our teams
• retention of a well-trained and equipped motivated workforce 
• motivating and supporting staff through remote working and stressful 

working conditions

Management’s response to  
the concerns raised:

• roll out of wellness programmes across the operations to ensure staff 
are supported, physically and mentally through the pandemic

• adapted training modules for online / virtual roll out to grow skill sets, 
both tangible and soft skills

• stepped-up health and safety protocols and training to ensure the 
teams were safe at work

• focused on career pathing and succession programmes to retain and 
incentivise teams

• made effective use of mobile communication tools to keep the team 
connected

• numerous social media online and moral support initiatives to keep 
spirits high

Zero-tolerance to modern slavery – Our commitment
Modern slavery is an unquestionable and indefensible 
violation of an individual’s basic human rights. Bidcorp 
recognises that modern slavery is a crime that can take 
many forms and as a commercial organisation, we have 
a moral and social responsibility to take a zero-tolerance 
approach to modern slavery in any form. We are committed 
to preventing slavery and human trafficking in all of our 
activities and to putting effective systems and controls in 
place to safeguard against any form of modern slavery 
within our business or supply chain. Bidcorp is committed 
to ensuring there is transparency in our own business and 
in our approach to tackling modern slavery and human 
trafficking throughout our supply chain.

2020: R14,8 billion

R13,7 billion 
payroll spend

2020: R36 million

R37 million 
training spend

Employees

Australasia
19%

United 
Kingdom

26%

Europe
29%

Emerging 
Markets

26%

39% Warehouse

25% Distribution

19% Sales 
and marketing

17% Administration 
and support

2020: 23 427

22 552 
employees Fatality

1
Female

30%
Male

70%

Employee function split

We salute this team and thank them all, from the 
warehouse pickers and the drivers to the admin and 
finance teams, everyone has really gone out of their 
way to do whatever was necessary to get us through 
this difficult year.

2020: 0
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Strengthening Bidcorp’s stakeholder relationships continued

Our success depends on the goodwill and well-being of 
the communities within which we operate. We engage 
with our local communities to provide meaningful 
socio-economic support and create opportunities for 
sustainable economic growth that benefits all. 

Engaging with our global team through:

• engagement with the local food bank teams around the world 
• participate in local community forums
• identify local schools and other education facilities to partner with
• each business, branch and depot identifies a variety of community-

specific social development programmes
• small-business development initiatives, particularly in the  

supply chain
• participation in nation building initiatives such as the  

YES programme in SA

Material issues raised:

• economic crisis in communities through COVID lockdown
• healthy eating campaigns
• small business development sustainability challenges
• environmental consciousness
• alignment of businesses and their support programmes with the needs 

of the communities they exist within

Management’s response to  
the concerns raised:

• reinforcement and implementation of a two-tier CSI strategy, to deliver 
maximum real benefit to the recipients:

 – 1. Group support of a number of overarching worthy causes
 – 2. Individual businesses support locally identified projects

• COVID care package and food parcels support programmes a priority
• significant support of food bank and food waste initiatives globally
• campaigns launched on social media and in local media outlets 

educating and promoting healthy eating, responsible waste 
management, protecting our water supplies, and other  
sustainable living messaging

Communities  –  real engagement to support inclusive economic 
growth for all

Bidfood – A responsible company
In each of our business we are committed to being a responsible 
corporate participant and to step up to give back to the 
communities in which we operate. Across all of our operations 
we are actively engaged in a variety of local initiatives, 
supporting aged care facilities, funding school projects, feeding 
communities left destitute after natural disasters – where you 
find Bidfood, you will find a foodservice provider that cares.

Becoming a responsible company is a purely voluntary process. 
Bidfood has embarked on a vast sustainable development 
programme. More than a project, it is a daily attitude, a 
fundamental value.

We continue our focus on COVID-driven emergency food aid 
projects in all our geographies around the world, funding food 
aid distribution, as well as serving the supply needs of food aid 
projects, funded in some instances by ourselves and in others 
funded by other benefactors, including local governments.

The impact of the COVID lockdowns were particularly harsh, 
both economically and knocking consumer confidence. The 

UK government ran a programme called “Eat-Out-To-Help-
Out” encouraging people back into restaurants and out of their 
homes. In South Africa the horeca food industry players 
combined efforts and ran the “One Meal Many Thanks” 
initiative! Encouraging people to gain the courage to get 
#UnitedOverFood, and go out to eat, to help the restaurant 
industry. Some incredible experiences were recorded over this 
time and are available on our social media accounts – a truly 
inspiring achievement.

Extensive food recycling and food donation 
projects supporting global food banks 
organisations growing our reach and impact 
each year 

Countless local projects and community outreach 
programmes run by each of our operating entities 
across our four divisions in the more than 35 
countries in which we operate.

2020: R16,2 million

R14,0 million in cash paid as donations 
to charities and community projects 

More than a project, it is a daily attitude, a fundamental 
value.
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2020: 32 334*

32 596 
suppliers

2020: 18%

Own Brand 20% 

2020: 360 081*

369 726 
product SKU’s

36% frozen   
28% chilled   
30% ambient  
6% non-food

We adopt a decentralised model where local purchasing 
decisions are based on the quality and price of the local 
product, and according to customers’ ever-changing 
needs. We are supported by a broad network of suppliers 
and service providers. 

Setting the supply chain standard
We’re committed to working with our suppliers to operate ethically 
and to build greater transparency within our supply chains. We aim 
to act dutifully and always within the law and regulations. As 
a minimum we expect all suppliers to comply with national and 
international laws.  

Prior to trading, all suppliers undergo a supplier approval process 
and are expected to provide documented evidence of compliance 
with Bidfood’s food safety and legality standards. Suppliers of our 
Own Brand products are subject to further risk assessment 
checks. Failure by a supplier to meet our standards may jeopardise 
their ability to continue to do business with us and are addressed 
on a case-by-case basis. If, following an in-depth investigation, the 
supplier still refuses to cooperate with Bidfood’s due diligence 
process, we will cease trading with that supplier. 

If modern slavery or human trafficking is identified in our global 
supply chain, appropriate investigations will be conducted, and the 
relevant authorities would be contacted.

Engaging with our global team through:

• decentralised operational structure requires each business manage 
their own supplier network, sourcing locally, negotiating independently

• supplier approval processes, engaging with international standard 
organisations

• in person and online engagement with suppliers, in trade shows,  
visits, demo’s 

• regular meetings with key suppliers, increased as supply chains 
came under pressure

• food safety audits at production facilities
• engaged enterprise development programme

Material issues raised:

• Need for clear communication channels providing accurate, timeous 
information to all parties

• Joint pursuit of efficiencies
• Support local sourcing, especially in ongoing development of  

Own Brand range
• COVID-imposed lockdowns threatening supply chains

Management’s response to  
the concerns raised:

• growing the pool of top quality, sustainably responsible local 
producers

• continued efforts to streamline logistics chain
• ensured suppliers were paid timeously through COVID crisis
• driving supplier vetting processes, ensuring compliance and 

commitment to modern slavery and ethical labour practices
• ensuring product traceability is available and transparent
• sourcing an environmentally responsible product range

Australasia
22%

United 
Kingdom

17%

Europe
40%

Product SKUs

Emerging 
Markets

21%

Australasia
14%

United 
Kingdom

23%

Europe
35%

Suppliers

Emerging 
Markets

28%

Suppliers –  top quality supply chain, from the local farm to the 
individuals fork 

Foreign suppliers make up 21% of purchases

Our suppliers meet the highest of global 
standards and certifications

Stakeholders

We source high-quality products at the best price and ensure 
food safety, sustainable and ethical business practices are 
implemented throughout our supply chain.

*  Comparatives restated – UK, NZ, SA.
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Strengthening Bidcorp’s stakeholder relationships continued

2020: 301 133*

321 653 
customers

Bidcorp serves multiple customer segments, using proprietary 
technology to enhance customer relationships and efficiencies. 
We vigilantly watch market trends, and our agility means we 
implement timely interventions, meeting our customers 
changing expectations and needs, in order to strengthen our 
offering and drive long-term sustainable growth.  

Bidfood aims to help our customers by bringing the world of 
food closer together. 
Bidfood is committed to prompt and accurate delivery of orders, 
competitive pricing, customer service and the ability to provide a 
full array of products and services to assist customers in their 
foodservice operations are of primary importance in the marketing 
and distribution of foodservice products to our customers. 

Daily deliveries to local customer locations and the capability to 
deliver special orders on short notice. Through committed 
personal relationships between our sales and marketing team and 
support staff, we are informed of our customers’ needs and we 
respond and meet those needs with new products and services. 

We also go the extra mile, providing additional value add services 
such as customers product usage reports, menu-planning advice, 
food safety training, assistance in inventory control, and more, 
developing this insight and knowledge through our bespoke, 
market differentiating online tools and programmes.

Engaging with our global team through:

• decentralised structure keeps customers local and management  
within reach

• online training programmes, sales demo’s, product launches
• trade shows, visits, demo’s 
• online tools to facilitate ordering, delivery tracking, promoting new 

ranges, providing access to other chef’s and restaurateurs in the 
industry

• social media pages celebrating achievements
• customer care lines  

Material issues raised:

• navigating the COVID imposed lockdown environment
• keeping the doors open in the hospitality sector
• changing needs of the consumer, in products, menu, and delivery
• sustainable, transparent product traceability
• compliance with consumer protection legislation

Management’s response to  
the concerns raised:

• using data intelligence to develop online digital solutions to meet 
customer needs

• proactive training and support materials delivered to inform and 
support through lockdowns

• innovative financial support programmes provided 
• adjusting customer service in line with customer needs, turn around 

times on orders, type and frequency of delivers, value-add product 
range provided (prepared, sous-vide solutions etc)

• engagement in new electronic media initiatives
• digital solutions to label and provide food information required
• simplification of menu options during the uncertainty of lockdowns

2020: 44%*

revenue 
ecommerce 
generated 

50%
Australasia

15%

United 
Kingdom

14%

Europe
44%

Customers

Emerging 
Markets

27%

Customers – navigating our way to normality together 

56% independent  
31% chain 
6% logistics 
7% retail and other

We aim to help 
our customers 
serve their 
customers with 
memorable food 
experiences.

We are committed to standing alongside our customers, 
supporting them as we navigate this difficult COVID 
landscape together.

*  Comparative restated
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Strengthening positive and constructive relationships 
with governments and other regulatory bodies is vital 
for us to proactively respond to regulatory and policy 
developments. 

The government wage-related support programmes in many of the geographies in which we 
operate have been a significant enabler to our ability to retain and protect jobs across our 
foodservice operations. 

Bidcorp is committed to the implementation of sustainable long-term 
transformation programmes:
Bidcorp Food Africa continues to invest significantly in its transformation journey. The impact 
of the preferential procurement requirements is a challenge, but we are investing in the 
development and transformation of our supply chain. People development is supported by 
training investment and support of programmes such as YES to identify employee 
candidates.

BME Saudi took a positive step towards gender equality by recruiting the first two women 
into the team. Bahrain achieved the “Bahrainisation Standard” by employing 50% locals 
within their team.

Engaging with our global team through:

• remaining abreast of requirements of national authorities and regulators 
through engagement via webinars, training seminars, updates

• real-time proactive engagement with authorities and regulators on issues
• engaged employment equity plans to ensure a sustainable pipeline is in 

place to meet transformation standards
• participating in industry wide initiatives designed to promote and improve 

economic activity 

Material issues raised:

• changing government restrictions and regulations
• meeting changing requirements of national authorities and regulators
• taxation obligations and reporting requirements 
• modern slavery standards implementations
• transformation progression requirements (eg in South Africa & Middle East)
• crime and fraud prevention

Management’s response to  
the concerns raised:

• reporting fraud to authorities 
• no material issues raised in the public listing of the group
• Modern Slavery policies in place, supporting the zero-tolerance standard to 

any form of unethical labour practices
• group-wide data privacy and security measures in place to meet the data 

privacy standards
• active engagement with industry specific bodies to identify, train, and hire 

qualified candidates in meeting local transformation targets set
• taxes and other governments/authority’s dues paid timeously
• proactive consultations with regulators in the development of rules and 

authorities standards within our respective jurisdictions

We launched a second successful 
year of the YES programme – 
bringing a new team of young 
candidates into the South African 
business. Bidfood South Africa 
annually takes on YES candidates, 
presenting each candidate with an 
opportunity to immerse themselves 
in the business and various aspects 
of its operations. Socio-economic 
development remains an area within 
which the Bidcorp Food Africa 
businesses excel, recognised for 
their efforts by far exceeding the 
expectations of the B-BBEE 
scorecard.

Authorities –  proactive adoption and compliance in  
35 different jurisdictions 

Operating in more than 35 countries means engaging 
with more than 35 different government and tax authorities 

2020: 26,1%

Effective tax 
rate of 27,1%

2020: R1,4 billion

R1,2 billion
paid in taxes

Transformation:
– Bidcorp group Level 5 B-BBEE 

–  Achieved Bahrainisation Standard

Publicly listed on JSE, meeting listing requirements

IFRS reporting standards upheld

Operating in more than 35 countries means different 
priorities apply to each region; B-BBEE imperative is 
unique to South Africa; local sourcing, food traceability 
and healthy eating, are regulatory issues in Australasia, 
UK, and much of Europe.

Stakeholders

Effective tax rate higher due to the change in the 
group’s profit mix, dominated by Australasia, expected 
to return to an approximate 25% post-COVID

Click here for more info  
on the  group website.

Bidcorp group is Level 5
 Bidfood South Africa: Level 3  
 Crown Food Group: Level 8
 Chipkins‐Puratos: Level 4

(excluding associate income 
and capital items)

https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/
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Strengthening Bidcorp’s stakeholder relationships continued

Through timeous relevant communications we keep our 
investors informed of our operational and financial 
performance, approach to capital allocation, 
sustainability, and how we maintain and grow 
shareholder value.

Successful execution of Bidcorp’s simple, stable  
strategy delivers
Bidcorp has followed a solid, stable long-term plan and has 
consistently communicated its progress to investors against 
clear objectives. 

Bidcorp’s headline earnings per share (HEPS) from continuing 
operations increased by 21,8% to 868,4 cents per share (2020 
restated: 712,7 cents), with basic earnings per share (EPS) from 
continuing operations increasing by 112,6% to 924,6 cents per 
share (2020 restated: 434,9 cents).

Engaging with our global team through:

• at least five formal engagements every year: two financial results 
presentations at half-year and year-end, two capital market strategic 
updates in Q1 and Q3, and one AGM

• participated in a number of international investor conferences
• regular meetings with investors, analysts, and fund managers through 

open periods
• direct engagement on proposed resolutions prior to and after the AGM 
• engaged and accessible corporate office management team 
• investor relations site facilitating ease of communications

    Material issues raised:

• access to timely, accurate, transparent, and relevant information
• remuneration policy, tabled at 2020 AGM
• managements’ response to the COVID pandemic
• long-term sustainability of the global hospitality sector
• competitor activity, market share spread, and opportunity for acquisitions
• understanding our business model, strategic direction, and profit drivers
• expanded disclosure on key environmental and social issues

Management’s response to  
the concerns raised:

• no changes to the dividend policy, paid a cash dividend
• strong balance sheet to protect and position the group not only through 

potential economic downturn, but also to take advantage of the right 
opportunity when presented

• transparent and expanded disclosures in respect of material issues 
raised, such as tracking weekly sales, against pre-COVID levels 

• responsible, practical, and implementable ESG practices in place
• ever improving non-financial disclosures
• robust shareholder engagement programme embarked on through 

December and January to understand and address concerns raised with 
regards to remuneration policy changes

• timeous relevant communications issued through JSE SENS to keep 
investors informed direct, transparent, regular engagement with 
investors, analysts and interested parties

South Africa
52%

USA and 
Canada

21%

United 
Kingdom

4%

Europe
9%

Rest of the world
14%

Geographical
split

Investors –  confidently and sustainably growing long-term 
shareholder value 

Dividend distribution of 400,0 cents 
In line with the group dividend policy of  
2,5 times headline earnings    

Bidcorp has paid out R9,5 billion in dividends 
over the past six years

Analysis of shareholding

>1k shares 85%  
>10k shares 13% 
>100k shares 2% 
>1m shares 0,7%

Only 1 beneficial shareholder 
holding 3% or more 

44 369 public shareholders
Holding 99,96% of the 335,4 million 
shares in issue 

We build investor confidence by demonstrating our 
commitment to the highest standards of corporate 
governance. 

Beneficial shareholders

“ Bidcorp has delivered a solid trading performance for the 
past financial year. This is impressive, considering the 
devastating economic and social impacts of the continuing 
COVID pandemic on the hospitality, tourism, and leisure 
industries globally. The excellent free cash flow has been 
driven by good asset management, some asset 
realisations, while exceptionally nimble trading has 
underpinned the pandemic-affected results.” 

Bernard Berson, Chief Executive Officer
June 30  2021




